GAK, a regulator of clathrin-mediated membrane trafficking, localizes not only in the cytoplasm but also in the nucleus.
The ubiquitously expressed Cyclin G-associated kinase (GAK) regulates clathrin-mediated membrane trafficking in the cytoplasm. However, the association of GAK with a nuclear protein Cyclin G1 that is unrelated to membrane trafficking suggests an unidentified role of GAK in the nucleus. Indeed, we report here that GAK localizes in both cytoplasm and nucleus by immunostaining, ectopic expression of GFP-GAK and pull-down assays using dissected GAK fragments. GAK forms complexes not only with cyclin G1 but also with other nuclear proteins such as p53, clathrin heavy chain (CHC) and protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) B'alpha1. Moreover, CHC associates with GAK via a different domain depending on whether it is in the cytoplasm or nucleus. Immunostaining revealed that about 20-30% of B'alpha1, cyclin G1 and p53 complex with nuclear GAK. CHC also displayed dots in the nucleus and almost all nuclear CHC signals colocalized with GAK. These observations together suggest an important function of GAK in the nucleus.